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of this understudied institution and its persistence over time. We generate an original dataset of 
tribal-related bills to estimate the effects of procedural rules on substantive Native representation, 
taking advantage of a 1995 change in the legislative rules for tribal representatives. We find that 

once tribal representatives were allowed to write their own bills, they produced over half of all 
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On multiple dimensions, American Indian politics is about isolation from centers of 
institutional power. 

—Laura Evans (2011, 664) 
 

Since Maine became a state in 1820, it has tried to make us disappear—and, when that 
didn’t happen, it chose to make us invisible. 
—Donna Loring (2008, 11)  

 

In the summer of 2019, the Cherokee Nation announced it would send a delegate to the 

U.S. Congress under the Treaty of New Echota of 1835 (Rosser 2005). The early bipartisan 

consensus on Capitol Hill suggests that the Cherokee delegate will be seated as a non-voting 

member of the House, joining the resident commissioner of Puerto Rico and the non-voting 

delegates from Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariana Islands, 

and the District of Columbia (Akin 2019). Given this is the first invocation of treaty rights to seat 

a tribal delegate in Congress, questions abound. What can non-voting members in designated 

seats accomplish in the legislative process? Without a vote, how effective are tribal delegates at 

legislating? And, do designated seats promote substantive representation of Native interests?  

To answer these questions, we turn to a unique and unstudied institution: designated 

tribal seats in the Maine legislature. In Maine, non-voting tribal representatives from the 

Penobscot Nation, the Passamaquoddy Nation, and the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians sit in 

the state House of Representatives. Analytically, tribal representatives are an interesting case 

because the designated seats signified an early form of descriptive representation for the tribes, 

yet tribal representatives have historically lacked the ability to participate in the legislative 

process and engage in substantive representation (Pitkin 1967). Without a vote, tribal 

representatives have been forced to lobby their non-tribal colleagues to write and advance pro-

tribal bills. However, the Maine House rules were amended in 1995 to allow tribal 

representatives to sponsor legislation that pertained to tribal interests. In this paper, we show how 
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this reform increased the volume of pro-tribal bills introduced in the legislature and changed the 

incentives and behavior of non-tribal legislators.  

The tribal representative remains unstudied within political science.1 Political science has 

offered few answers to these questions, in part due to the field’s historically weak engagement 

with indigenous politics. Forcibly removed from their land, excluded from rights and citizenship 

under the Constitution, and the victims of settler expansionist violence, the treatment of 

indigenous people should be a central concern to scholars of the American political past. Yet, 

despite being the original inhabitants of the land on which many political scientists teach and do 

research, American Indians are almost entirely absent from our scholarship and peripheral to our 

systems of knowledge (V. Deloria 1969; Ferguson 2016; Wilkins 2017; Wilkins and Stark 2018).   

This paper contributes to research on representation and indigenous politics by asking 

about what Maine’s tribal representative can teach us about the relationship between descriptive 

and substantive representation. We begin by offering an account of the institutionalization of the 

tribal representative system. Beginning as an informal custom in the Massachusetts legislature, 

we show how the institution has persisted in Maine’s predominately white state legislature since 

1820, and how the non-voting member has gradually gained more official avenues for 

substantive representation, including the right to sponsor and cosponsor legislation. To shed light 

on the relationship between designated tribal seats and substantive Native representation, we 

next provide an empirical analysis of the tribal representatives’ behavior in the state legislature. 

Specifically, we leverage a 1995 procedural change in the Maine House rules, which allow tribal 

representatives to sponsor legislation that pertained to tribal interests. Drawing on an original 

 
1 According to the Law and Legislative Reference Library of the Maine State Legislature, “a great deal more 

research must be done in regard to Indian Representation in the Maine Legislature” (Starbird, Soctomah, and Wright 

2016). 
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dataset of tribal-related bills in Maine, we estimate the effects of this procedural change on 

substantive Native representation. We demonstrate that this reform increased the volume of pro-

tribal bills introduced in the legislature and changed the incentives and behavior of non-tribal 

legislators. Overall, the paper provides an empirical and historical analysis of this unusual 

institution and reflects on its meaning for indigenous representation. 

 

The Historical Development of Maine’s Non-Voting Tribal Representatives 

Why does Maine’s legislature—unique among the states—include non-voting tribal 

representatives? The tribal representative predates the advent of non-voting delegates to the U.S. 

Congress in 1794 as well as Maine’s 1820 statehood. We begin with the earliest contact between 

Europeans and the Penobscot nation in the early seventeenth century. Sustained contact with 

foreign diseases in 1616-1619 devastated roughly 75% of the Native peoples in the area 

(Kolodny 2007, 7). Along with disease, traders encroached on their land. The Penobscot were 

forced into a series of alliances to survive, signing a total of 13 treaties with the British colony of 

Massachusetts between 1676 and 1752 (Smith 2005). Allying with the French in the Seven 

Years’ War, the Penobscot were mistreated by the British afterward. They next elected to ally 

with the revolutionaries in 1775, if, according to Chief Joseph Orono, “the grievances, under 

which our people labor, were removed” (Kolodny 2007, 14). After complaining about British 

encroachment on the timber supply, the Penobscot told the Massachusetts Provincial Congress in 

1775 that, in the words of the Congress’s committee report, “they will assist us, with all of their 

power, in the common defence of our country” (Mandell 2003a).  

The Provincial Congress responded in turn by prohibiting trespassing within six miles of 

the Penobscot river—and by accepting the appointment of a Captain Lane as Penobscot agent. 
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States the Congress, Capt. Lane “is hereby authorized and empowered to take cognizance, and 

make report to this Congress, or any future assembly of this colony, of any molestation or 

depredations, which the Indians of the Penobscot tribe may hereafter sustain, from any person 

whatsoever…” (Mandell 2003b). This, then, appears to be the origin of the seat of tribal 

representative: the institution of Indian agent, who quixotically attempted to make peace with the 

imposing Massachusetts colonial settlers to forestall worse treatment from the British. 

One of the early controversies of the Indian representative was about who was rightly 

serving as Indian agent. The Penobscot chief Joseph Orono cautioned that any young person who 

comes to speak to the colonial government is not authorized to transact the Penebscot affairs. 

“We repeat it again and beg that if any of our young People come [?] up that they ought not to be 

regarded for they will not be authorized to transact any affairs” (Mandell 2003c, 844). The 

Passamaquoddy support of the revolutionaries was helpful to their cause, and George 

Washington wrote a letter to the Passamaquoddy thanking them and the Penobscot for their 

support in the war (Washington [1776] 1997; Calloway 2018, 227–31). 

After the conclusion of the war, however, tribal support was brutally disregarded. The 

tribes were not consulted about the terms for peace (Kolodny 2007, 15–16). Although a 1794 

treaty granted the Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, and Maliseet millions of acres of land (V. Jr. 

Deloria and DeMallie 1999a) in the years following, the state of Massachusetts failed to uphold 

its obligations and took over the vast majority of remaining Native land—a failure that would 

presage the passage of the Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980 (Kolodny 2007, 15–16). 

The treatises became, in the words of Penobscot elder Florence Nicola Shay, “merely useless 

pieces of paper today as all promises have been broken, dividends are not paid and all 

obligations stipulated in them have been cast aside” (Shay 1942, 5). Maine became a state in 
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1820, at which time treaty obligations with the Penobscot were transferred from Massachusetts 

to Maine (V. Jr. Deloria and DeMallie 1999c; 1999b).  

The earliest record of a Penobscot tribal representative to the state legislature is 1823, and 

in 1842 for the Passamaquoddy (Maine State Law Library 2017). These representatives, now 

travelling to the Maine State Legislature in Augusta rather than the General Court of 

Massachusetts in Boston, could address the legislature but were unable to vote (Kolodny 2007, 

17). The historical record is ambiguous about how a tribal representative was chosen. 1835 is the 

earliest record of an election for tribal representative; prior to then, the representative was 

selected based on custom (Dorr 1998, 41). By 1892, the tribal representative was chosen by 

Australian ballot system, a reform judged hugely successful by the reform-minded state agent 

(Rolfe 1892, 7). Once elected, the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy Indian Representatives were 

seated by custom until 1866, when the legislature passed two resolutions codifying the tribal 

representatives: first, a resolution requiring Indian agents to report annually on the amount of 

their disbursements, and second, a resolution outlining election procedure to mollify difficulties 

between the Old and New Parties of the Penobscot (Maine State Legislature 1866a; 1866b). 

Formally incorporated into Maine law, the tribal representatives took an active role in 

legislative affairs. In 1887, Passamaquoddy representative Lewis Mitchell delivered a famous 

speech on the floor of the legislature. Mitchell reiterated tribal support for the American War of 

Independence and expressed outrage at the state of Maine’s violation of treaty obligations: “I 

was authorized by the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians to come here before you for the purpose 

of making known to you what the Passamaquoddy Indians have done for the American people, 

and how we have been used by the American people” (Mitchell 2014, 170–72).  
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The tribal representative’s desire for substantive representation often came into conflict 

with the state Indian agent, sent by the legislature to administer tribal welfare, manage state 

appropriations, and coordinate tribal elections. These state agents often exhibited marked 

hostility to Native peoples. Deriding the Indian’s ‘backwardness,” James A. Purinton saw fit to 

note in 1861 that “there are unmistakable indications that the people to which this tribe belong do 

not possess the high order of intellect that distinguish the European race” (Purinton and Nutt 

1861, 10). Writes Charles A. Rolfe after the election of 1894, “A very quiet, peaceable election 

was had. I mention this, because formerly an Indian election meant an Indian riot” (Rolfe 1894, 

12). Native Mainers themselves advocated for more formal mechanisms of political power. 

Florence Nicola Shay (1942, 11) wrote that the agent lived 160 miles from the tribe and visited 

around once a month for 30 minutes, a situation she called “very unsatisfactory as many of us 

have some rather difficult matters to settle,” including need for medical care. A detailed study 

found that these state agents—who were present in Maine from 1820 to 1980—worked to foster 

discord within Native communities in order to weaken tribal political clout (Dorr 1998). 

The tribal representative persisted into the 20th century. Tribal elections were covered in 

newspapers like the Old Town Enterprise, which reported for example on November 12, 1910 

that “the Penobscot Indians are not behind their white brothers on biennial elections… the 

officers do not require much work but give the tribe a form of government and standing that is 

necessary in all communities and furnish a power to act when it is necessary” (The Old Town 

Enterprise 1910). Tribal representatives assisted constituents and participated in community 

outreach activities such as attending funerals of state dignitaries (The Penobscot Times 1937).  

In 1941, amid a rise in anti-Indian sentiment, the Maine state legislature debated reducing 

the pay of the tribal representative. One member argued that the tribal representative “comes 
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here to this legislature representing his tribe. He has no voice in our body; he has no vote 

whatsoever. We felt that this is perhaps only a recognition of a certain faction of our State 

citizenry… For what we get out of it, we felt that one hundred dollars was ample for the service 

rendered” (Maine State Legislature 1941, 141). The legislature ultimately revoked the rights of 

tribal delegates to sit as a member of the legislature, changing the language in the authorizing 

legislation from “to the Legislature” with “at the Legislature” (State of Maine 1941). This 

change had dramatic effect: the tribal delegates were now “forced to stand behind the glass 

partition at the back of the chamber, along with lobbyists, reporters, and other onlookers,” like, 

according to one first-hand account, a mere visitor (Kolodny 2007, 23–24). They still maintained 

their pay, however, leading some to call them a state-paid lobbyist (J. Clark 2000, 9). 

By the 1960s, things began to change. In 1967, Maine Indians were given the right to 

vote in the state legislature generally (not only for their tribal representative), one of the last 

groups in the U.S. to gain suffrage (Rollings 2004, 139 n.27; J. Clark 2000, 4 n.13; Loring 2004, 

28; D. C. Hansen 1967)—notwithstanding advocacy as early as 1941 by Penobscot elders and 

activists (Shay 1942, 12–13). The expansion of the franchise in Maine coincided with national 

Native American rights movements, including the Red Power movement, the 1968 enactment of 

the Indian Civil Rights Act, the Alcatraz occupation, and the 1969 publication of Vine Deloria 

Jr.’s Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto (V. Deloria 1969). 

Buoyed by these trends, the state legislature in 1975 considered a rule change to reinstate 

the tribal representatives as speaking members of the House of Representatives—increasing their 

ability to engage in substantive representation. The debate is instructive. Legislators asked why 

the Maine Indian, alone among groups, should have a designated seat in the legislature (Rep. 

Kany, in Maine State Legislature 1975, A65). They inquired whether Maine’s Indians were 
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adequately represented by regular members of the state legislature (Rep. Kelleher, in Maine State 

Legislature 1975, A66), and whether a representative could be effective without speaking 

privilege (Rep. Kany, in Maine State Legislature 1975, A69). They also made racially 

inflammatory remarks (“65 percent of them are unemployed, and 65 percent of them will always 

be unemployed, because in my opinion they don’t want to work,” Rep. Dudley, in Maine State 

Legislature 1975, A66). After long debate, the House voted 107-40 to approve the rules change, 

and the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy representatives were seated amid applause (Maine State 

Legislature 1975, A69; The New York Times 1975). 

In 1995, the tribal representatives gained the right to sponsor legislation relating to 

Indians and Indian land claims. The rule change passed unanimously in the Maine House and 

Senate with little debate, and the first Native-sponsored bill (related to land trusts) would be not 

introduced for another year.2 Another rule change in 1999 extended the right to cosponsor 

legislation on any topic. Tribal representatives have also served as voting members on joint 

committees, which play an important policymaking role in the state. The legislature added the 

representative from the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians in 2010, bringing the number of tribal 

representatives to three.  

Tribal-state relations have turned sour in recent years. Protesting Governor Paul LePage’s 

lack of respect for tribal sovereignty, the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy representatives 

withdrew from the state legislature in 2015. Protesters derided an executive order issued by Gov. 

LePage which asserted state control over all tribal territory and government. Remarked Kirk 

 
2 The enabling legislation, H.P. 156, was introduced by Rep. Roger Pouliot, a  Democrat from Lewiston, whose 

district did not contain tribal or many Native constituents. The legislative record and newspapers from the time give 

little indication of why Pouliot introduced the rule change, and it is unclear if the tribes were involved in its passage. 

One non-tribal legislator, Rep. Robert Keane, offered the sole comment during the House debate: “Being the only 

sponsor of Indian Nation bills in the Old Town area, I certainly support this bill and feel that it would be in the best 

interest of the Penobscot Nation” (Maine Legislative Record, House of Representatives, Jan 20, 199 5, H-87). 
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Francis, chief of the Penobscot Nation, “We have gotten on our knees for the last time… From 

here on out, we are a self-governing organization, focused on a self-determining path” (du Houx 

2015). There is currently no Penobscot representative serving in the Maine state legislature for 

the first time since statehood, but the Passamaquoddy decided to send their representative back 

to the legislature in 2016. In 2018, the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians joined the Penobscot 

and withdrew their representative over a gaming law dispute. According to Chief Clarissa 

Sabattus, “It’s difficult as a sovereign nation when we have a state government that pushes back 

on things continually” (Villenueve 2018). Relations between state government and Maine’s 

tribes stand at perhaps an all-time low.3 

 

Descriptive and Substantive Representation for Native Mainers 

The theoretical focus of our paper is descriptive and substantive representation for Native 

communities in Maine. These distinct concepts of representation date back to Hanna Pitkin 

(1967). Pitkin canonically defines descriptive representation as a representative “being like” the 

representees. We might think of descriptive representation in terms of ascriptive characteristics 

such as tribal membership: that is, the extent to which Native Mainers are represented by Native 

Mainers. Substantive representative refers, in contrast, to how a representative carries out her 

actions: that is, the extent to which tribal representatives act in such a way to advance Native 

policy preferences (Dovi 2018). As Pitkin herself notes, the relationship between descriptive and 

substantive representation is complex: “being like you [is] not acting for you” (89). 

 
3 Since Governor LePage has left office, the administration of Janet Mills, the former Democratic attorney general, 

has taken steps to address tribal concerns. In early 2019, Governor Mills appointed former Penobscot representative 

Donna Loring as her senior adviser on tribal affairs (Office of Governor Janet T. Mills 2019). As of late 2019, a 

state task force is considering amendments to the 1980 Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act that limited tribal 

autonomy vis-à-vis the state government (Rosbrow-Telem 2019). 
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There is an immense literature on the extent to which descriptive representation for 

groups is associated with substantive representation, including for African-Americans (Swain 

1993; Cameron, Epstein, and O’Halloran 1996; Whitby 1997; Gay 2002; Fenno 2003; Tate 

2004; Baker and Cook 2005; Minta 2009; James 2011; Grose 2011), Latinos (Bratton 2006; 

Minta 2009; Wilson 2010; Wallace 2014), women (Reingold 2003; Swers 2005; Beckwith 2007; 

Reingold 2008; Wängnerud 2009; J. H. Clark and Caro 2013), and LGBT Americans (Haider‐

Markel 2007; E. R. Hansen and Treul 2015). Native Americans are not featured prominently in 

the literature on descriptive and substantive representation, with some notable exceptions 

(Williams and Schertzer 2019). Foxworth et al. (2015) find evidence that descriptive 

representation is associated with the adoption of Native American history curricula in U.S. states. 

And in a study of descriptive representation in South Dakota, Native politicians recalled more 

favorable experiences in county governments relative to the state legislature, “where racial 

animus and partisanship have become intertwined” to thwart the tribes’ policy agenda (Schroedel 

and Aslanian 2017, 279). 

Building on this research, our paper asks what Maine’s tribal representatives can 

illuminate about the relationship between descriptive and substantive representation. There are 

several factors that distinguish the Maine tribes from other political minority groups. The tribes 

in Maine are separate sovereigns, having been removed from their land by white settlers and 

denied voting rights for two centuries (V. Deloria 2007, 114–37; Wilkins and Stark 2018). The 

tribes have experienced hardship at the hand of the state government in the form of violence, 

neglect, the suppression of civil and voting rights, and by gaining federal recognition relatively 

late in U.S. history. The legacy of this history culminates in the tribes’ modern struggle to 

influence public policy at the state level, especially since the 1980 Maine Indian Claims 
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Settlement Act. This Act settled tribal land claims but limited the state’s recognition of tribal 

sovereignty. Federally recognized tribes in other states tend to have greater legal standing to 

pursue their policy interests before the federal government and, in some cases, before state 

governments. Shortly after federal recognition was extended to the Penobscot and 

Passamaquoddy in the late 1970s, the Settlement Act set Maine apart from other states by 

designating tribal reservations as “municipalities” and effectively limited tribal sovereignty over 

a range of policy areas. The result is that Maine tribes are forced seek redress in the state 

legislature to an extent that most federally recognized tribes in the U.S. do not. 

Population size and geography present two obstacles to the Maine tribes achieving 

descriptive representation through conventionally elected legislators. Today, the total population 

of Mainers who identify as Native American or American Indian, including enrolled members of 

four federally-recognized tribes, is estimated to be approximately 8,000 people in a state of 1.3 

million (about 0.6%).4 Due to the distribution of tribal lands across the vast state, the tribes 

cannot otherwise mobilize their votes to elect an enrolled tribal member to one of Maine’s 151 

lower house seats.5 Thus, the three tribal representatives elected at-large by members of each 

tribe present a unique opportunity for indigenous participation. The question remains whether 

this form of participation translates into substantive representation for Native interests. 

 
4 Data from U.S. Census Bureau. This figure includes members of Maine’s fourth tribe, the Aroostook Band of 

Micmac Indians, as well as individuals who are unenrolled or otherwise not aff iliated with a Maine tribe. The 

Aroostook Band was recognized by the federal government in 1991. It has never received a designated seat in the 

Maine legislature, although a bill to give the Aroostook a designated seat was introduced in 2017 and passed the  

Maine House of Representatives before failing in the Maine Senate (L.D. 890 by Senator Michael E. Carpenter).  

Edward PeterPaul, Chief of the Aroostook Band, endorsed the bill but stated his preference for the title ambassador, 

rather than representative, in view of the nation-to-nation relationship between state and tribe (PeterPaul 2017; 

Maine State Legislature, Law and Legislative Library 2017). 
5 An unsuccessful proposal in the 125th session of the Maine legislature would have required the four tribes be 

included in a single legislative district (L.R. 2307 by Passamaquoddy representative Madonna Soctomah ). Three 

tribal representatives have run unsuccessfully for non-designated seats in the state legislature: Donna Loring 

(Penobscot) in 2004, David Slagger (Maliseet) in 2012, and Henry John Bear (Maliseet) in 2016.  
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It is worth also noting that the institution of Maine’s tribal representatives is a kind of 

designated seat. Designated seats can provide a unique opportunity for political minorities to 

increase their participation in the policymaking process. The bulk of the literature on designated 

seats examines one of two forms of the institution: reserved seats in legislatures for ethnic or 

religious groups and gender quotas for party slates in proportional representation systems (Htun 

and Ossa 2013; King and Marian 2012). Thirty-two countries provide reserved seats in their 

national assemblies (Reynolds 2005). This paper adds to that research by outlining the 

relationship between descriptive and substantive representation in the context of indigenous 

people, rather than on the basis of ethnicity, religion, or gender.6 

 

Measuring Tribal Representation 

It is challenging to directly estimate the impact that tribal representatives have had on the 

experience of Maine’s indigenous people—in part due to the lack of comparable institutions in 

other states. No other state legislature has non-voting members or tribal representatives (Johnson 

et al. 2009, 39). Maine is unique not only for having tribal delegates, but for the special 

relationship between the state government and tribal nations. This relationship is outlined by the 

Maine Indian Claims Settlement Act of 1980, which forces Maine’s tribes to lobby the state 

government on a range of policy issues. In no other state must federally recognized tribes exert 

so much effort to assert their sovereignty. Moreover, due to a quirk in Maine’s system of 

 
6 Perhaps the best-known example of reserved or designated seats is the slate of Maori seats in the New Zealand 

Parliament, dating back to the late 19 th century (Fleras 1985; Iorns Magallanes 2005). Although the members 

holding Maori reserved seats can vote and otherwise participate fully in Parliament, their Maori voters must give up 

the right to vote for a non-Maori seat if they cast a  ballot for the reserved seat. In contrast, the Maine system allows 

tribal members to vote for both the designated seat and their local district representative. A number of other 

indigenous models of non-voting representation exist, some drawing inspiration from Maine (J. Clark 2000, 10–12). 

In the U.S., a  committee in the Wisconsin state legislature considered the addition of a n on-voting Native American 

delegate in 1999, although this model was not adopted (Lovell 1999, 1–3). 
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indigenous representation, enrolled tribal members can vote for both their tribe’s representative 

and the state representative in their house district, creating a weak form of dual representation.7 It 

is in these districts, where the tribal and non-tribal legislators share constituents, that we expect 

to observe the greatest degree of substantive representation of Native interests, and where we 

expect to observe the largest effects on non-tribal legislators’ behavior after the 1995 reform.  

Without relevant analogues, we rely on changes over time within the Maine legislature to 

estimate the impact that tribal representatives had on the representation of Native interests. We 

take advantage of the 1995 rule change to estimate the effect that tribal participation in the 

legislative process had on the volume of pro-tribal legislation from 1984 to 2019. On average, 

we expect that the presence of Native American constituents in a district, as well as the 

representative’s partisanship and ideology, will influence the number of pro-tribal bills that an 

individual legislator will introduce or cosponsor in a legislative session. Our hypotheses are 

derived from the literature on substantive representation for minority groups (Preuhs 2006; 

Herrick and Mendez 2018). We also draw on the literature on constituency effects and pro-tribal 

voting in the U.S. Congress, which have found that a higher percentage of constituents who are 

Native Americans, as well as the presence of a recognized tribe, is associated with more pro-

Indian voting by members of Congress (Turner 2005; Conner 2014). 

First, we predict that the presence of Native Americans in a legislator’s district will be 

positively correlated with that legislator’s likelihood of supporting Native American policy 

priorities. Native American tribes want their elected officials to represent their policy interests by 

writing and voting for bills that advance the groups’ agenda, and legislators face myriad 

incentives to advocate on behalf of their constituents. Based on the existing literature on the 

 
7 The Maine Attorney General has cited this system of dual representation as an obstacle to granting full voting 

rights to the tribal representatives. See Me. Op. Atty. Gen. No. 99-1 (Andrew Ketterer – November 16, 1999) 
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effects of Native American constituencies on voting behavior in the U.S. House and Senate, and 

given the realities of data availability, we express the constituency hypothesis as a discrete 

variable in the main analysis.8  

• Constituency Hypothesis #1: State legislators will be more supportive of tribal 

legislation if there is a federally recognized tribe in their district, defined by the 

presence of an Indian reservation or trust land held on the tribes’ behalf (Conner 

2014). 

We also predict that partisanship and ideology will be associated with legislators’ likelihood of 

introducing and supporting pro-tribal legislation. There is some evidence from studies of 

Congress that Democrats and liberal members are more likely to support the legislative priorities 

of American Indians than Republicans and conservative members, even when controlling for 

constituency effects (Turner 2005; Conner 2014).  

Although we expect a priori that these patterns will hold true for pro-tribal bill 

sponsorship in Maine, there are a few reasons why the relationship between party, ideology, and 

support for indigenous constituents might be different in this context. Some Republican 

legislators in states like Oklahoma and Alaska have proven themselves strong allies of Native 

American tribes, and conservatives on the Supreme Court like Neil Gorsuch have supported 

greater autonomy for tribes vis-à-vis state and federal governments (Stern 2019). Maine state 

politics is also noteworthy for its tradition of independents, moderate Republicans, and 

conservative Democrats, which might complicate the extent to which party affiliation is 

predictive of pro-tribal behavior (Palmer et al. 2009).  

 
8 In the appendix, we reproduce the cross-sectional results with a continuous measure of Native American 

constituents, for which the district-level data are limited to the past decade. 
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• Partisanship Hypothesis #1: Democrats will be more supportive of tribal-related bills 

than Republicans, conditional on the presence of a tribe in the district.  

Based on the constituency hypothesis outlined above, we can divide the set of Maine legislators 

into three categories: tribal representatives, legislators in districts with a tribe, and legislators in 

districts without tribes. From here we can develop hypotheses about the relationship between the 

reform in 1995, to allow tribal representatives to introduce legislation, and the behavior of these 

three sets of legislators. Of course, we expect that tribal representatives will sponsor and 

cosponsor a positive number of pro-tribal bills once they gain the ability to do so. We must then 

account for how the non-tribal representatives’ behavior changes after the reform in order to 

estimate changes in the legislature’s overall attentiveness to tribal policy priorities.  

There are two competing predictions about how the 1995 reform would have influenced 

the non-tribal legislators’ behavior. According to the first prediction, labeled the complement 

hypothesis, the non-tribal representatives do not change their behavior and the total number of 

pro-tribal bills increases in the legislature as the tribal representatives begin to introduce their 

own legislation. The second prediction, labeled the substitute hypothesis, says that the total 

number of pro-tribal bills will stay the same or decrease as non-tribal representatives cutback on 

the amount of pro-tribal legislation they introduce. The total number of pro-tribal bills will 

decrease or stay the same depending on whether the tribal representatives introduce enough bills 

to make up for the shortfall (i.e. the tribal members’ increased output substitutes for the non-

tribal members’ decreased output).  

• Complement Hypothesis #1: The total number of tribal-related bills will increase after 

tribal representatives are able to introduce bills, because non-tribal representatives will 

introduce the same number of tribal-related bills before and after the reform. 
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• Substitute Hypothesis #1: The total number of tribal-related bills will remain the same 

after tribal representatives are able to introduce bills, because non-tribal representatives 

will introduce fewer tribal-related bills after the reform.  

We argue that the complement hypothesis is the most appropriate prediction, given a key detail 

of Maine’s system of tribal representation: enrolled members of Maine’s tribes are allowed to 

vote for both their tribal representative and the non-tribal representatives in their district, even 

after the 1995 reform. Non-tribal legislators with tribes in their districts face incentives to 

represent their Native constituents and we expect those incentives did not change after the 1995 

reform. It is less clear how the reform affected the incentives for non-tribal legislators without 

tribes in their district, and we acknowledge the possibility that these members contribute to 

substantive Native representation more or less over time, especially if they have a strong partisan 

or ideological motivation to support pro-tribal policies.  

 

Data and Methods 

An important debate in the literature focuses on the appropriate measure of substantive 

representation, or the degree to which a legislator is “acting for” the interests of a constituency. 

Many studies rely on roll call data for the votes that legislators take on questions related to the 

constituency’s interest, although more recent work examines constituency service and legislative 

oversight (Minta 2009; Lowande, Ritchie, and Lauterbach 2019). In this paper, we follow the 

studies that use bill sponsorship as a measure of substantive representation for two reasons.  First, 

the tribal representatives cannot vote on bills; we therefore cannot directly observe them 

expressing their preferences on specific policy proposals. Bill sponsorship and cosponsorship are 

a good alternative measure of the types of policies a legislator supports. Second, tribal 
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representatives did not start off with the ability to write legislation, but were forced to rely on 

non-tribal legislators to do that work for them in the legislature. By studying sponsorship 

patterns, we can observe the effect of allowing the tribal representatives to introduce legislation 

after 1995, as well as test predictions about how the behavior of non-tribal legislators will change 

when their tribal colleagues can act on their own. 

We use ordinary least squares regression to estimate the effect of partisanship and the 

presence of a tribe in the district on the sponsorship patterns of non-tribal representatives.9 We 

include session fixed effects to account for any session-specific variation that may affect the 

number of tribal bills, such as changes in the total number of bills introduced in the legislature. 

There might also be time-specific factors that influence the overall level of Native American 

political engagement in state politics. Our analysis takes the following form, where y is the 

number of tribal bills sponsored by a member in district i in session t, Tribal is a binary variable 

for whether a member is a tribal representative, Dem measures party, and TribeDistrict if a 

district contains a reservation or tribal land. Sessions denotes the session fixed effects (the error 

term is omitted). The times series analysis takes a similar form, with an interaction term for the 

measure of tribe-in-district and the post-reform period (1995).  

 

 

We assemble a novel dataset of bills introduced in the Maine state legislature, from 1984 

to 2019, that relate to Maine’s federally recognized tribes and other Native Americans living 

 
9 In the appendix, we reproduce the cross-sectional analysis with data on the Maine legislators’ ideology  from 

Bonica (2014), as well as an alternate measure of indigenous constituencies. 
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within the state. We rely on multiple sources to construct this dataset. We began by collecting the 

title of every bill that was sponsored or cosponsored by one of the eleven tribal representatives 

that served from 1995 to 2019.10 Next, we contacted the research staff at the Maine Law and 

Legislative Reference Library to obtain a list of tribal bills based on keyword searches, dating 

back to 1984.11 We cross-referenced the staff’s list with the National Conference of State 

Legislatures database of tribal-related bills. Lastly, we supplemented these three lists with our 

own keyword searches of the Maine legislature’s web directory of bills.  

Our approach yielded approximately 400 bills over 35 years. For each bill, we identify 

the primary sponsor and cosponsors in the Maine House (the vast majority of tribal bills 

originated in the lower body rather than the state senate). For each legislator in each session, we 

tally the number of tribal bills sponsored and cosponsored. We also collect the party, district, and 

hometown for each legislator.12 Figure 1 shows the trends in bill sponsorship broken down by 

tribal representatives and non-tribal legislators.  

 
10 The rule change in the 117th Legislature (H.P. 156) that allowed the tribal representatives to sponsor tribal 

legislation specified that the representatives could sponsor legislation related to ”Indians and Indian land claims”. 

We include every bill that the tribal representatives sponsor in our dataset of pro-tribal bills, but we are more 

selective about the bills they cosponsor. We include a cosponsored bill if the title or body includes one of the 

keywords we determined to being related to ”Indians and Indian land claims”. See the next note for more details. 
11The list of keyword search terms included, but was not limited to, phrases related to Maine’s tribes (e.g., 

Passamaquoddy, Maliseet, Micmac, Wabanaki) and Native Americans more broadly (e.g., Indian , Native, tribal).  
12 Tribal reservations are legally equivalent to municipalities in the State of Maine. Knowing a legislator’s 

hometown helps us identify which districts contain tribes, given that certain towns are adjacent to reservations 

and/or contain tribal trust lands. 
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We find that the tribal representatives played a major role in the production of pro-tribal 

bills over the past several decades. The eleven tribal representatives introduced more than half of 

the pro-tribal bills from 1984 to 2019 (211 bills)—a remarkable statistic given the legal 

prohibition on writing such bills until 1995. We also find that most non-tribal legislators in a 

given session did not sponsor or cosponsor a single tribal-related bill. The bulk of the work done 

to represent Native interests was carried out by a relatively small group of legislators. On 

average, tribal bills comprised 1-2 percent of all the bills introduced in a given Maine House 

session. 
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 Results 

In our first set of tests, shown in Table 1, the dependent variable is the raw number of 

tribal bills introduced by each member in each session.13 In the first model we test for the effect 

of partisanship and find that Democratic members are not more likely to introduce pro-tribal 

bills, but only when we exclude the non-partisan tribal representatives. Across multiple 

specifications, partisanship is almost never a significant predictor of tribal bill sponsorship. As 

expected, being a tribal representative is highly predictive of introducing pro-tribal legislation. 

Tribal representatives introduce seven more such bills per session, on average, than their non-

tribal colleagues. Models 2, 5, and 8 show support for the constituency hypothesis: the 

coefficient estimate for the binary variable for the presence of a tribe within the district is both 

positive and statistically significant. The substantive interpretation of the constituency effect, 

however, is quite small; non-tribal legislators introduce less than one additional pro-tribal bills 

when there is a tribe within their district. 

 
13 We can also reproduce this analysis using the number of tribal bills as a proportion of all bills per session to 

account for changes over time in the legislature's overall productivity, output, and workload. The total number of 

bills in each sessions is approximately the same over time (approximately 7,000 -8,000 bills), so we use the raw 

number of tribal bills in our analysis here. 
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How did the 1995 reform that allowed tribal representatives to introduce their own 

legislation impact these patterns of pro-tribal bill sponsorship? Table 2 presents the results of our 

time-series analysis, and shows mixed evidence for the complement hypothesis, and some 

support for the substitute hypothesis. Each of the four models in Table 2 confirms that non-tribal 

legislators introduced a positive (and significant) number of tribal bills before 1995, whereas 

models 2-4 suggest that they introduced fewer bills after the reform. In model 4, which includes 

time fixed effects and a measure for partisanship, the estimate suggests that legislators in districts 

with tribes sponsored 0.5 fewer tribal bills per session after 1995, on average, or roughly one 

fewer bill every two sessions. 

How do we make sense of the increase in the overall number of tribal bills introduced per 

session after 1995 if non-tribal representatives in districts with tribes were reducing their 

contributions? One possibility is that tribal representatives introduced enough of their own bills 

to swamp the decline in bills introduced by non-tribal legislators. Another possibility, that isn’t 

mutually exclusive from the aforementioned idea, is that non-tribal legislators without tribes 

changed their bill sponsorship behavior after 1995. We evaluate this possibility in the next 

section. 

 

Cosponsorship analysis 

In this section, we reproduce our cross-section and time-series analyses using data on 

pro-tribal bill cosponsorship. Table 3 presents the results of our cross-section analysis. Again, we 

find that the tribal representatives played an active role in the legislative process once they were 

granted the ability to participate. Tribal representatives cosponsored, on average, 11 more pro-

tribal bills per session than their non-tribal colleagues. We also find that the presence of a tribe in 
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a given district is positively associated with that legislator cosponsoring pro-tribal bills – these 

legislators sponsored approximately one more bill per session, on average. In the time series 

analysis, we also find that non-tribal legislators with tribes in their district did not significantly 

reduce their cosponsorship behavior after 1995. 

In contrast to the finding that partisanship is not associated with bill sponsorship, we find 

strong evidence that Democrats are more likely than Republicans to cosponsor pro-tribal bills in 

the Maine House. This finding could be explained by Democratic legislators in liberal districts 

who lack sizeable indigenous populations, but whose voters nonetheless pressure them to support 

Native interests on principle. What these Democratic legislators lack in the way of a tribal 

constituency that would incentivize them to introduce legislation, they might make up for with 

liberal constituents who want their legislators to cosponspor bills that promote indigenous 

interests. 
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Another explanation for this finding could be that Republican legislators are more 

particular about the types of pro-tribal bills they are willing to cosponsor than Democrats. 

Specifically, Republicans who lack an in-district incentive to support indigenous interests may 

nonetheless support bills that align with their constituents’ preferences, such as a bill that 

weakens regulations on commercial activity (in a tribal community or otherwise). Conversely, a 

Republican legislator’s constituents might not want her to support a bill that increases 

government spending (to a tribal community or otherwise). Given the tribes’ historical and 

modern experience with state neglect, it is unsurprising that tribal representatives introduce many 

bills seeking to increase funding to reservations and neighboring communities. It is plausible that 

Republicans’ opposition to these economically interested bills explains their reluctance to 

cosponsor the majority of bills offered by tribal representatives and their allies.  
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Taken together with the results of the sponsorship data, we can say that there is some 

evidence to support the substitute hypothesis with regards to non-tribal legislators with tribes in 

their district. These legislators slightly decreased their output of non-tribal bills once their tribal 

representative counterparts gained the right to sponsor legislation, but they did not stop 

cosponsoring other pro-tribal bills, including those offered by the tribal representatives 

 

Discussion 

In 1942, Penobscot elder Florence Nicola Shay wrote eloquently about the denial of 

voting rights to Indians in Maine: 

I feel that the government has not the right to draft my [four sons] for service without 

giving us the right to vote. There is a monument on the reservation erected to Indian 
volunteers in the Revolutionary War, and in my youth I have known men that were 
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veterans of the Civil War...During the first World War, many of our Indian boys 
volunteered for service to this country and some gave their lives, but why should they do 

it when we have no country or are not recognized as part of this country? We are a 
segregated, alienated people and many of us are beginning to feel the weight of the heel 

that is crushing us to nothingness. (Shay 1942, 14) 

 

In 1967, Indians in Maine have gained the right to vote for the members of the state legislature—

and yet their designated representatives in the Maine legislature, an institution unique among the 

fifty states, lacks the right to vote in that body. Today, Maine’s tribal representatives are second-

class members, able to sponsor legislation and participate in debate, but not vote.  

This paper takes an important first step toward understanding how non-voting designated 

seats can increase substantive representation. Based on our analysis of bill sponsorship patterns, 

it is clear that allowing members in designated seats to participate in the lawmaking process can 

result in an increase in the volume of proposed legislation dedicated to that group’s policy 

interests. We acknowledge, however, that the legislature’s overall attentiveness to group interests 

is also determined, in part, by how other legislators react to their colleagues in designated seats. 

Our analysis of cosponsorship behavior suggests that allied legislators introduce fewer pro-tribal 

bills but continue to support the tribes’ legislative agenda by cosponsoring the tribal 

representatives’ bills. More research is needed to better understand the ways in which designated 

seats can change the incentives and behavior of other legislators. In particular, more work is 

needed to understand how the contributions of non-tribal legislators change over time—and how 

designated seats enhance, or inhibit, Native representation in other settings.  

As 2020 marks the 200th anniversary of Maine’s statehood, it is worthwhile to consider 

the origin and legacy of Maine’s tribal representative, not least because political science has 

heretofore ignored the institution. For the first time since 1820, the Penobscot Nation has chosen 

not to fill their designated seat in the State House, and questions remain about what role the 
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institution will play in state-tribal relations going forward. Beyond Maine politics, the history 

and recent experiences of Maine’s tribal representatives offer a lesson for other groups, such as 

the Cherokee Nation, seeking representation in the form of designated seats. We find the 

institution’s origins in an unusual agreement between the tribes and colonial powers that later 

became institutionalized within Maine’s state legislature. Although the Penobscot and 

Passamaquoddy were given seats at the table early on, the white legislature continued to relegate 

the tribes and their concerns to the political periphery. This history suggests that designated seats 

are not a panacea for improving minority representation, especially when members in those seats 

cannot vote to pass or fail legislation.  
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Online Appendix 
 

Constituency Effects: Percent of constituents who are Native Americans 

The literature on Native American constituency effects uses other measures of indigenous 

constituency, in addition to the presence of federally recognized tribes. For example, one might 

expand the binary measure to include state-recognized tribes that could plausibly exert influence 

on federal or state legislators without federal recognition. Another popular measure used in the 

empirical research on descriptive representation is the percentage of constituencies that belong to 

a certain group (Hansen and Treul 2015). 

• Constituency Hypothesis #2: State legislators will be more supportive of tribal 

legislation as the percentage of their constituents who are Native American increases 

(Turner 2005; Conner 2014) 

Following the work of Turner (2005), we use U.S. Census data to find the percent of 

residents that self-identify as “Native American” or “American Indian” in each of Maine’s 151 

lower house districts. Unfortunately, these data are only readily available from 2009 to 2017, and 

we are unable to reproduce the difference-in-differences analysis with a continuous measure of 

indigenous constituency. Nonetheless, we present here the results of the cross-section analysis 

for bill sponsorship over the last decade. Tables 5 and 6 present the results for the cross-sectional 

analysis of bill sponsorship and cosponsorship behavior, respectively. Although we find strong 

evidence that the percent of residents who are Native American is positively correlated with 

cosponsoring pro-tribal bills, we counterintuitively find that the size of the indigenous 

constituency is negatively associated with primary sponsorship of such bills. More research is 

needed to better understand the mechanisms at play here.  



  

 

  



 

Legislator Ideology 

In addition to partisanship, we might also expect that a legislator’s ideology will be 

associated with their willingness to sponsor or cosponsor pro-tribal bills. We express this 

hypothesis as follows: 

• Ideology Hypothesis #1: Liberal legislators will be more supportive of tribal-related bills 

than more conservative legislators, conditional on the presence of a tribe in the district. 

To test this hypothesis, we draw on the work of Bonica (2014) and identify the DIME scores for 

most of Maine’s legislators. Unfortunately, the DIME data begin in 1996, one year after the 

reform in which we are interested, so we are unable to account for ideology in our difference-in-

differences analysis. We were also unable to locate DIME data for all 151 members in every 

session of the Maine House. Nonetheless, these data can be helpful for evaluating our 

expectations about the relationship between ideology and pro-tribal behavior in the legislature. 

Here we present the results of the cross-sectional analyses using the DIME scores from 1996 

to 2016. Tables 7 and 8 present the results for bill sponsorship and cosponsorship respectively. 

We find some evidence that a higher CF score is associated with a member sponsoring and 

cosponsoring fewer pro-tribal bills. We caution that the magnitude of these effects are quite 

small, and in the case of bill sponsorship, not robust to the inclusion of partisanship and 

constituency effects. Conversely, we find strong evidence, across multiple specifications, that 

ideology is predictive of cosponsoring pro-tribal bills (table 8). 
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